I was thinking about us getting back on track and if possible when we meet like that if there was sufficient time for us
to have an open mike at the end for people to offer through their opinion and feelings, some ideas and feed back to
help us maintain a direction! Like raise issues such as human rights and homelessness, social security, welsh financial
institute, and hunger amongst those using food bank in Pembrokeshire as children! The cross party merger to
achieve independant state and obviously an administration! The rights to bear arms and crime wave verses human
rights and a proper sense of perspective through training and education, therapy in some cases!? Elicit from those
attending and gain the insight so as we can tailor our policies and take a stronger stance and be most definitely
democratic and in touch with our electorate! Probably missed something here! Yes let us get to address the real or
more pressing issues and ask for smother running through-out the groups so as we can make swifter progress as it
seems time can be of the essence!
Motions:
Welsh financial institute, establishment of an open investment pool for the high street investor. More debate,
discussion, talks, seminars, opinion-pole, surveys, elicitation of feedback to gain insight as to will of the people and
direction for yes cymru.
Establishment of potential new department / personel, train educate toward administration new debt of social
security for example.
Establishment of administration to cater for needs of people in respect of human rights.
Address of international/domestic affairs/ issues as priority, housing homelessness, food insecurity patch for example:
pembrokeshire action to combat hunger.
Address housing , employment (job security) repossession “game”, review policies on borrowing-------options for
consideration are toward state ownership, again in respect of relevant human rights , universal declaration and
economic and social council s fundamental freedoms.
Maintain neutrality (neutral status and good diplomatic relations with all people.
Call for review on pay, wage, benefit, pension, child care in appreciation of cost of living weighed against interest
rate/ rate of inflation. (Fair play, fair pay)
Encourage cross party merger to help toward independent state and as a quickest feasible means of achieving
independence as a mile stone.
Application of human rights as a principle and ethos, benchmark for us to have a foundation for our orientation
toward policies and as a failsafe against liabilities and potential infringement, thus safe guarding yes cymru from
accountability.
Encourage business/ education, to utilising existing resources I.E recycling, soil structure, (agriculture) more
responsible forest steward ship. Green energy and low environmental impact alternatives to housing issues (cost
effective), seed cultivation to support worldwide projects , water bottling and regions, environmental enhancement
projects and green energy source alternatives , ( 12 volt systems.)
Cultural revival, language institute/education health (new health service (training/ education)
Vigilance as to policing our own community (but not vigilante), working with international bodies as wales is much
an open country with nothing to hide.
Debate existing policies as to rights to bear arms , in comparison of crime wave statistics, statement from police “lost
control of the situation and unable to patrol certain areas due to cut backs, weighed against rights to personal
security , and the need for a safer society “home invasion, gang rap e, car -jacking , violent crime, all up. Terrorist
funding by narcotic distribution/ corruption.
W.I.S formation of the Welsh Identity Service respect for the rights of / to national identity but also better security
for idiginouse populus (not British passport with consular privileges being abused at the hint of trouble, to escape
justice.

Consideration of the option of logistical administration, the deposition of corrupt governmental structure and
imposition of marshal law due to the overwhelming and undeniable evidence of police corruption, unofficial
governmental policies.

A non -nuclear approach to both energy production and defense, compensation for all those affected by radiation
contamination to date, accountability for those responsible for radioactive waste ,I,E resignations, some form of
penalty that could be considered just.
As regards immigration, weighed against paralell increase in statistical comparisons on disease, crime, missing
persons, narcotics, fraud, and robbery.
Call for debate on more stringent and careful vetting of potential candidates at source within country of origin,
criminal record, political association, health checks/ risk potential to indiginouse populus. Consideration of the role,
position they will satisfy or play whilst here, the purpose of their vist, considerations such as cultural clash, religious
or colour predjudice in fairness and consideration, respect for the rights of the indiginouse people, security of person
, highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.
As in cases of refugee status, the advice would be to establish a safe zone within the country of origin or country most
suited, closest to country of origin, less of a cultural shock for refugees, containment of outbreaks aid agency can deal
with situation better, off- setting the cost of health care I this respect and maintains national security, prevents
involvement in housing potential repatriates/ manipulated agents and a means for some to re- enter any given desired
country, avoiding implication and controversy in surrounding issues/ consequential lissues.
Maintain neutral status
Progressive re-situation programme for those unable to adjust to society!

If we can commit to reading the human rights collectively?
Can I promote the formation of committee/ s to investigate and reach/find a suitable remedy any given issue and in a
methodology within the acceptable format to the (International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Adopted and
opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16 December 1966
entry into force 23 March 1976, in accordance with Article 49 from PART IV Article 28) as it outlines the criterion
for the formation of committee/s that may deal with things as a right hand to central committee of yes cymru leaving
the members of central committee free and unimpeded in the progress being made toward independent state?
Please find attached a copy of the civil and political rights which may offer an outline to procedure, again criterion,
serve as an acceptable template, format, which inevitably would be well met at a higher international level of
judiciary.

